. Centered composite of North Pacific cold trailing fronts, centered around their NE corner at [0°E,0°N] relative longitude and latitude, for different front sets. Top row: strong front intensity; Middle row: medium front intensity; Bottom row: weak front intensity. Left column: composite of cold trailing fronts that match with a DI; Middle column: cold trailing fronts that do not match with a DI. Right column: difference between composite means [with DIs]-[without DIs]. Plotted for the full fields are θe on 850 hPa (K, shaded), sea-level pressure (hPa, black contour), and potential vorticity on 300 hPa (2 PVU in red, 3 PVU in brown and 4 PVU in orange). Plotted for the difference fields are θe on 850 hPa (K, shaded), SLP (hPa, solid and dashed black lines, zero line omitted), and PV on 300 hPa (PVU, red contours for positive values above 0.5 PVU at 0.5 PVU intervals, and blue contours for the negative counterpart, 0-contour omitted). 
